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1.  Handle
2.  Inner Cap
3.  Cartridge Nut
4.  Cartridge
5.  Body
6.  Aerator
7.  Fixing Part
8.  Inlet/Outlet Hose
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                                      Installation instructions

1.Function.

The product is intended for mixing, descent, stop and manage the quantity 
and temperature of the water flowing.

2.SPECIFICATIOINS.

Operating water pressure - 0.5 bar.
Maximum water pressure - 10 bar.The optimum pressure of the water - from 
1 to 5 bar.
To maintain the minimum noise at a total pressure of water flow over 5 bar, 
you must install a reducer.
For normal operation of the mixer with a significant difference in pressure hot 
and cold water, we recommend setting the speed reducer.

3.INSTALLATION.

Installation should be done by the expert. Recommended installation of water 
purification filters from mechanical impurities with a purity of not more than 
100mikron and pipes between the filter and mixer should be non-corrosive 
(copper or plastic).

4.CARE AND MAINTENANCE

To tighten the nuts with decorative plating, mounting tap the keys should be used with 
soft sponges or pads.
To save a high-gloss chrome-plated surface, periodically wipe the surface with sponge 
products with detergents and cleaning materials only on the basis of soap.Prohibits the 
use of cleaners containing acid, lye, acetone, ammonium chloride and abrasive 
cleaning agents.Periodically remove the aerator and clean it from potash, indoor unit in 
a solution of vinegar.Flush the water filter from contamination.To avoid failure of the 
mixer, it is necessary to exclude the possibility of water freezing inside the mixer.
Attention! Using means which are not recommended for the purification of products, 
it can cause damage to the surfaces of the mixer. In this case, the firm is not 
responsible for damaged surfaces.

The company shouldn't take responsibility when:
-the users fail to follow the installation instruction
-the users use the product not for its functional purpose
-the users use spare parts of another company shower heads, 
shower hose and spout are not included in the after sale guarantee.
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